
PAINT RIVER LLEWELLINS 
DEPOSIT CONTRACT 

 
I, _____________________, (herein referred to as the buyer) understand that my $500 deposit 
is nonrefundable. The only exceptions are in the event PRL does not have a puppy from the 
agreed upon specified breeding female(s) of the reserved gender discussed and agreed to or in 
the event PRL needs to raise the purchase price after deposit has been given. I have read the 
PRL sales contract and understand the terms of sale. 
 
Please list which breeding female(s) your deposit is being placed with. Write “standby” if this 
was not discussed or unknown at the time of deposit:  _________________ 
 
Please circle the gender that you are reserving:         male         or      female 
 
The remaining balance for the puppy cash purchase of $1500 (up to 8 weeks of age price) is due 
at the time of pick up. The buyer understands no puppy leaves PRL without paid in full and 
deposit is forfeited at the time of pick up. 
 
PRL Vimeo On Demand series is required to be purchased as part of every PRL puppy sale. The 
current annual membership is $399 (Nov. 2022 increase to $499). This purchase will be made 
by buyer at the time their PRL puppy is 4 weeks of age. Proof of purchase is required by signing 
up for updates through Vimeo once the buyer has become a member with PRL on Vimeo and 
emailing PRL a photo copy of their subscription receipt.  
 
PRL requires that puppies are picked up on-site. Fly for in cabin pick up, drive or caravan to pick 
up your puppy. Prior to sending in your deposit and this contract please discuss general pick up 
arrangements with PRL by phone. 
 
Deposit payment is made by check payable to Kyle Warren Dogs, Inc. for $500 
 
Buyer has read over and accepts all terms of the sales contract, health guarantee, and if 
applicable, breeding rights contract if discussed at the time of deposit. Initial here if breeding 
right contract was planned in your pup’s future if it meets the PRL standard of excellence. ___ 
 
In signing below, you agree to all the above terms and confirm that you have fully reviewed all 
information on the PRL website including: PRL sales contract, PRL health guarantee, and if 
pertaining to you, the buyer, as discussed with Kyle about the option— the breeding rights 
contract, which has been sent to you and reviewed. 
 
Buyer signature: ___________________________      Date: ___________________ 


